Topographies of Magic
In the voice of mountains
Calling us

Poly/rhythms
Natives in space

Time/travelling
To steampunk retro/futures
To polyrhythms of
Inner space too

Mapping ancestors
Don’t forget.

& me & us
Reanimating

Present, past & future
Our worlds

We follow Skyuwadi
Augmenting

Boy warrior on
Our realities

The hero’s path
Sharing seeds

To feed his people
Of culture & transformation

Our people

Fish from clean waters
In the voice of mountains

Remembering this

We follow Deer Woman
Is part of our story

Cousin of Nafanua

Across the great water
Not the end of it.

Sacred warrior sisters

Calling us
Caroline Sinavaiana Gabbard

To action, not escape

To transformation, not hate

To polyrhythms of wonder

Mapping the sacred
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